"The Penn Pointer"
BDTHC Monthly Newsletter – September 2018
Hi BDTHC members,
Here we are in September and the rain
still hasn't stopped. I don't know which
is worse the rain or the humidity and
heat. Hope you are all able to get out
detecting more than I have been able to.
We discussed our fall club members only
picnic and hunt which will be held on
October 14 at the Goss's house. We will
have our regular meeting at the picnic instead of at the
regular meeting place in Forty Fort. If you haven't paid for the
hunt you need to do so by sending your entry fee to the club PO
box dated before October 6th or you will have to pay a late fee
total of $65.00 and pay at the hunt in cash. you must also let
Ron Denman know you are coming and that you will be paying at
the picnic.
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years open hunt will definitely be a TWO day hunt. We have
most of the pre plans and will start the flyer shortly. We
discussed changing the hunts around a little with the last
on Sunday not having any tokens in it just all coins to
the hunters an early start to get home as many have a long
home.

I have included more pictures from the open hunt in the photo
section of the web site. These are complements of Sue Camp.
Finds of the month:

Coins--- By Derr ---King George
Jewelry---Joe Adrian---Ring
Misc.---Bob Brown---Pocket Knife

Pat Bidding got the coin Drawing
Joe Adrian won the membership drawing
We would also like to thank Pat Bidding for supplying pizza and
soda for refreshments at the meeting.

Don't forget that the club meeting will be held at the picnic
and hunt on October 14th at the Goss's. And remember to bring a
covered dish to share for the picnic. The club furnishes the
Burgers and Hot dogs.
We also discussed what we want to do for a Christmas party as if
we want to do what we have been doing or go some place to have
it. We will make a decision at one of the next meetings.
That is all for now. "HAPPY HUNTING"
PRESIDENT BDTHC
By Derr

